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Valentine, Hand Print Hearts – Fun and Creative Extension Ideas to  
Support Home Learning 
Creative play and exploration through arts and crafts can support your child’s individual development. The activities 
below follow the early years guidelines with the focus to develop the following skills - working together; communication 
skills; literacy, language and mathematical skills; technology; creativity and personal and social development. We hope 
you and your child find them helpful. 

Communication and Language Development 
 Vocabulary to encourage – heart, red, pink, shape, love, like. 

 Encourage the child to talk about the colours that they will use for the hand prints (they don't have to use 
red/pink), talk about colour combinations. 
 

Physical Development 
 Make heart shaped biscuits and decorate them with icing (frosting) and coloured sugar or little hearts. 

 Help the child find their pulse. Do some exercise for two minutes – check the pulse again. What is 
different? (Don't focus on counting, just on fast or slow) 

 

Personal, social and emotional development 
 Why do we give cards with hearts on to people we love or like? 

 Talk about why we give cards to say 'sorry'. 
 

Literacy development 
 Focus on the letter 'V'. Make a series of dots in the shape of a 'V' and encourage the child to join the dots. 

 Talk about the words you would write in a card to tell someone you care. 

 
Mathematics and Science 
 Look at the shape of a heart. If you fold it in half it’s symmetrical. Find other shapes that are symmetrical 

(lots of paper folding for this activity). 

 Borrow a stethoscope and listen to the heart beating. 

 
Understanding the world 
 Checkout the Valentine cards that Victorians used to give. (You could not just go to the shop and buy a 

card. 

 Talk about other occasions when we give cards to people). 

 
Expressive arts and design 
 Design and make a card for someone you like very much. 

 What else can you use to make prints? (Potatoes, shapes etc.). 
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